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The potential of crystal fibers for the generation of short

wavelength visible laser radiation was explored under this program.

There were two major thrusts to this work. One of them was the

search for a suitable technique to produce low loss crystal fibers.

Implantation cladding of bare crystal fibers with high energy ion

beams was investigated for this purpose. The other was the

identification of a suitable upconversion process which would be

amenable for implementation in the crystal fiber form. For that

the upconversion laser potential of Tm:YAG was explored.

Crystal fibers of a variety of materials have been

successfully produced by a number of laboratories around the world,

including our own, using the laser heated pedestal growth (LHPG)

technique. Typically, the mih.imum diameter of a fiber that can be

grown by this technique is of the order of 30pm. Therefore,

ideally the cladding procedure should accomplish two objectives.

First, it should significantly reduce the diameter of the core so

that the resulting fiber would support only a few modes, if not a

single mode. Second, it should allow one to independently vary the

refractive index and thickness of the clad region, which is

necessary for optimizing the waveguiding properties of the finished

fiber given the fact that the starting fiber cannot be made smaller

than 30Am.

Ion implantation was selected to convert the outer portion of

the crystal fiber into cladding because the method appeared to have

all the desired characteristics. To demonstrate the feasibility of

the technique LiNbO3 fiber was selected as the prototype material
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both because it is readily grown using LHPG and because the effects

of ion implantation on LiNbO3 were reasonably well understood. In

particular, it was known that up to 2MeV the penetration by He*

ions varied approximately linearly with energy. Additionally, the

index reduction near the end of the range could be controlled by

varying the total dosage.

To investigate implantation cladding, a-axis LiNbO3 fibers

were grown on the LHPG facility in our own laboratory. To render

the fibers optically homogeneous, a procedure was developed to pole

the bi-domained as-grown fibers prior to implantation. They were

then attached to a heat sink with the use of silver print and taken

to the high energy ion beam facility at NRL for implantation. The

maximum He* beam energy that could be delivered was typically in

the 6-7 MeV range. Generally two energies were used in order to

build up the thickness of the region with reduced refractive index.

To insure good radial symmetry the beam was made to be incident

from two orthogonal directions, each making a 450 angle to the heat

sink normal. Afterwards the fibers were detached from the heat

sink, turned over, and re-attached. The same implantation

procedure was then repeated. The implanted fibers were placed

inside quartz capillaries with epoxy, and their ends polished for

optical characterizations.

Both optical contrast microscopy and index profiling of the

polished fiber ends revealed that the ion beam penetrated a

distance of nearly 20Am. Propagation measurements at 1.06gm were

made on a piece of implanted a-axis LiNbO3 fiber which measured
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44Mm x 66Mm in cross section. The output beam from the 11 mm long

fiber was virtually undistorted, and the waveguiding loss was

estimated to be 0.3 dB cm-'. Most of this loss is believed to be

caused by the optical damage suffered by the LiNbO3 . (See Appendix

I for further details.) These results establish ion implantation as

a promising technique for the cladding of crystal fibers.

In order to demonstrate a short wavelength crystal fiber

device a suitable upconversion system must be identified.

Preliminary measurements in our laboratory indicated that Tm:YAG is

an efficient upconverter from the red/near IR to the blue.

Furthermore, studies by others showed that the desired index

modification by ion implantation is also possible in YAG. A two

pronged approach was taken to determine the feasibility of such a

crystal fiber device. On the one hand upconversion laser

experiments in bulk Tm:YAG were undertaken to assess if processes

such as excited state absorption could be a problem. These

experiments led to the first upconversion laser ever in an oxide

crystal. The laser worked only at cryogenic temperatures since the

effective gain length in the bulk crystal was only about 1 mm.

However, spontaneous emission measurements indicated that a room

temperature laser should be possible in a fiber several centimeters

in length if waveguiding loss can be made sufficiently low. (See

Appendix II).

In the meantime implantation cladding studies in YAG were also

conducted. Unfortunately, contrary to expectation, no apparcnt

index modification was observed. This was tentatively attributed to
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the fact that our implantation was done at room temperature and not

77K as by other workers. The lower temperature was not used out of

the fear that the fragile fiber bonded to the heat sink would not

survive the temperature cycling. The high cost of accessing the

ion beam facility at NRL precluded further attempts to find out

whether our fears were well founded, and if so whether alternate

methods of heat sinking the fibers could be developed.

In conclusion, the results obtained under this program

indicate that implantation cladding is a viable approach to the

production of low loss crystal fibers. We also demonstrated for

the first time an upconversion laser in an oxide crystal. This is

important since fluorides are easily destroyed by the implantation

process. Future work in this area should focus on the development

of a cryogenic fiber implantation technology and on the

investigation of other potential oxide upconversion hosts.
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Cladding of a crystal fiber by high-energy ion implantation

D. P. S. Saini, Y. Shimoji, R. S. F Chang, and N. i)jeu
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The feasibility of using a multi-McV lIe'-i, , e bam tn o ,nvert the mi ter pmtion ,4 f f crystal fiber itto claddhing ia
demonstrated. When applied to a-axis I.iNI)O• fiber, lhe resulting tructure ham been found to show good
waveguiding characteristics.

Because of their ability to confine light waves domained with the domain wall parallel to the
to small transverse dimensions over long dis- v face.' The fibers therefore had to be poled with
tances, optical fibers have proved themselves to be the following procedure. Two a-axis LiNbO3 fibers
highly useful for the implementation of laser and were placed between polished LiNbO, plates with
nonlinear-optical devices as well as amplifiers, their domain walls parallel to the surfaces of the
Thus far nearly all such devices have been based on plates. The plates together with the fibers were
glass fibers. The development of crystal fiber fabri- then placed in a tube furnace. The temperature of
cation techniques to expand the family of materials the furnace was raised to 1020-1100'C at a rate of
available for such applications is clearly of interest. 2VC/min. As the maximum temperature was
Organic crystal fibers have indeed been prepared by reached, a dc voltage of 15 V was applied across the
growth in capillary tubes, while high-quaity inor- plates. It was left on as the entire assembly was
ganic crystal fibers have been grown by the laser- cooled down to room temperature at a rate of
heated pedestal-growth (II111G) technique.' 1°C/min. The use of LiNbO.3 plates as electrodes
Optoelectronic devices in both types of crystal fiber prevented any material loss of the fibers at the high
have been demonstrated, but so far only in rudimen- temperatures. The poled fibers were polished
tary forms.' lengthwise in the y face for domain structure

The LHPG technique is capable of producing a observations. It was found that complete poling
large variety of crystal fibers. In practice, however, was achieved when the maximum temperature
one can only grow fibers as small as approximately exceeded 1020'C.
30 tpm in cross section with this technique. This The poled LiNbO3 fiber was attached with silver
severely inhibits the full exploitation of these fibers paint to a stainless-steel heat sink in preparation for
for the intended applications. For doped crystal ion implantation. The fiber was positioned with its
fibers outdiffusion has been shown to be a feasible c face parallel to the heat-sink surface. When the
technique for converting the outer portion of the proper thickness of paint was used, it was possible
fiber into a cladding.4 The application of this tech- to attach the fiber without having the paint creep up
nique, however, appears to Ile rather limited. For its sides. The fiber was then implanted by a He'
undoped crystal fibers, indiffusion has been tried as beam from two directions, each 45' from the normal
a means to produce a smaller core, but the result was to the heat-sink surface. The ion-beam had a 3-mm
not completely satisfactory." In this Lel Ler we re- diameter and was scanned along the 2-cm length of
port the results of an investigation in which ion ira- the fiber. At each angle, two ion beam energies
plantation was used to produce a chldding in a were used, 6 and 5.5 MeV, in that order. The im-
crystal fiber. plantation dosage at each energy was 5 x 10"'

For this feasibility study LiNbO3 was selected, ions cm-t. The reason for using two ion energies
since the optical effects of ion implantation on this was that earlier research had shown that at a given
material are reasonably well understood."' The lie' energy the region of reduced refractive index
LHPG system used to grow the LiNhbO: fibers has was peaked with a width of approximately 1 Am at
been described elsewhere." Since we were inter- the stopping range of the ions, which varied approxi-
ested in using the fibers ultinmtely in frequency- mately linearly with the ion energy.' Thus two ion
doubling experiments, they were grown almog the energies were used with the intention of broadening
a axis of the crystal. Optical-quality, single-crystal the width of that region to minimize leakage of the
LiNbO3 was used as the starting material. The ini- resulting waveguide modes. After implantation
tial feed had a circular cross section and measured from the two directions, the fiber was removed from
just under 1 mm in diameter. Fibers with cross the heat sink with a solvent, turned 180' around, and
sections of the order of 50 lim were obtained after reattached. Then the same procedure was applied
two diameter-reduction steps on the LHPG system. to the other side.

Earlier studies of a-axis LiNbO3 fibers grown by The implanted fiber was placed in a glass capillary
the LHPO technique have shown them to be bi- tube with epoxy. A few millimeters of each end was

0146-9592/911141074-03$5.00/0 © 1991 Optical Society of America



tio)ii Signal wwui tihe bucan wi• .tinneld frioi the
Ceinte.er of the fiLler o)lit to the (ldge i.tih)lg ItS long di-
III(.nsiiin. It i. St t thste Iutar the ,tillijet.t it tihlt
Iiher the refractive index is essenIt iaily the same i.-,

that (u'thet u(naltervid cor,, which was also fonirud to be
the case at h)wer I Ih ertgies." ThIis IS blt0llwed by
a region of lower refractive index, again in agree-
mnent with earlier tindli. 'Thbn thie index rises to
a vwlue greater thaii thait (ot the icore just heftore the
ions reach the end of their range. This increase was
not explicitly indicated in earlier research, although
(one would draw that conclusion from an extrapo-

Fig. 1. Transmission micrograph of Ile'-ion-implanted lotion of the reported results. A comparison of
o-axis LiNhO• fiber. The cross section of the fibler is .te- Figs. I and 2 shows that the boundary of the opti-
fined by the outer boundary of the optically damaged cally damaged region corresp)onds to the peak in tile
(dark) region. The line in the lower right is the inner wall Fresnel reflection signal. Using the relationship
of the capillary tube in which the fiber is epoxied. AR/l 4n(An/n)/(n= - 1), where 1R is the reflec.

tivity and n is the index of refraction, one calculates
4 an, = 0.05 for the index difference between the peak

"and the core region and Ant) = -0.09 for that he-
tween the valley anti the core region at 632.8 nm.

'The waveguiding characteristics of the fiber were
investigated with a cw Nd:YAG laser, which was also

4 linearly polarized along the y axis of the crystal.
Tie best output from the fiber in terms of power and

'a , spatial uniformity was obtained when an elliptically
shaped beam measuring 18 4m x 27 jAm in the
beam waist was used as the input. The intensity

- profiles along the major and minor axes or the beam
S':, a in the f'ar field measure(d 12 cm from the output end

of the fiber with a diode arraky are shown in Fig. 3.
'Except for the two side lobes in the direction parallel
to tie long dimension of the fiber, the beam was es-
sentially the lowest-order elliptical Gaussian. The

Fig. 2. Fresnel reflection signal in 'arbitrary units It'- throughput of the fiber under these conditions was
half the fiber along the y axis in rind-pl-hne. Zero ol the 70% after correction for the Fresnel losses at the two
horizontal axis corresponds to the center otf the fiber, and ends. To estimate tie loss associated with the
the sharp fallolT at 33 jim corresponds to the edge of the waveguide itself', the fiber was shortened to 8 mm,
fiber. The core-cladding boundary occurs between 15 and the transmission measurement was repeated.
and 20 jam. The resolution is approximnately 2 pinl. The throughput was found to improve by approxi-

mately 2%, which implied a coupling efficiency of
sawed off, and the ends were then polished to give a 77% and a waveguide loss of 0.3 dB cm-.
net fiber length of 11 mm. A micrograph of the Second-harmonic generation in the implantation-
fiber cross section taken in transmission is shown in clad fiber was attempted with a pulsed Nd:glass
Fig. 1. The outer perimeter of the dark portion d(- laser that was tunable from 1060 to 1083 nm.
fines the cross-sectional appearance of the a-axis
LiNbO3 fiber. It has the same shape as that ob-
served by Luh et a/., a distorted oval with two
growth ridges at opposite ends of on (of the diago-
nals.' One of tLe ridges is visible in I- hl wer left- (a)
hand corner of the fibher shown in Fig. 1, while thI..()
other one in the upper right-hand corner was ap-
parently chipped off during polishing. The fiber
measured 44 pam in the short (Ii nwusi'mi (thte- c axis)
and 66 jAm in the long dimension (the.v Yaxis). Im-
plantation is seen to have proldcictd op1 iill dalilage
to a depth ofi s muclh as 20 yin in at sllla lsii iits, leav- (b)
ing a sharply defined uinpenetraled core region.

The ref'ractive-index pro'ihl of* the impollanted fiher
was probed by measulring the Iresnel ref'lect't o" i lnig ; Spaial priible of" the .06-jim beam after propa-
focused 632.8-nm Ie,---Ne litler li•ino. 'Thl laser giituan tlir i lhe imiplianted fiber, measurud 12 cyin from
beam wits linearly polarized witli its field parallel tIo the ! wiilloil endi, (a) palrallel ainiit (I) perpendicular to the

they axis of'the fiber and had ai diamu!ter of 2 g in long dimiension (they axisj of the fitber. The FWIfM is (a)
the beam waist. Figure 2 shows the Irestiel reflec- 2.3 11 ainid (Ib) 3.1 inoni.
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When the laser beam was focused to a circulam spot crystal fibers. lurthermore, it should be possible to
with a diameter of approximately 10 Aim on the produce cores of' the order of a few micrometers by
fiber, the second-harmonic component of the output starting with smaller fibers or implanting with
from the fiber was readily detected. It peaked at higher-energy ion beams.
1086 nm and amounted to a few microwatts for an
input peak power of the order of 1 W Since the 1- We thank B. P). Scott for his assistance in the

A.m output from the fiber was highly multimode c, Iration of the tunable Nd:glass laser. This re-

with this coupling, we believe that second-harmonic search was SUpported by the U.S. Air Force Office of

generation took place in a short distance near the Scientific Research and the Defense Advanced Re-

input end without the benefit of waveguiding. As search Projects Agency.

the phase-matching wavelength of the starting ma-
terial was 1072 nm, the unusually long phase- References
matching wavelength observed was probably caused
by the lossofLi in the fiber growth process.ý' When 1. M. M. Fejcr, J. L. Nightingale, G. A. Magel, and

optilcoupling with a 18 Am x 27 m elliptical tR. L. Byer, iRev. Sc, I nstruon. 55, 1791 N1984).
optimal couplino'g output w observed 2. P, Kerkoc, C. llosshard, 11. Arend, and P. Gunter, Appl.
beam was used, no green output was observed Phys. Iett. 54, 487 (1989).
anywhere within the tuning range of the laser. 3. M. J. F l)igonnet, C. J. Geta., 1) O'Meara, and IL J.
Apparently phase matching has been shifted for Shaw, IEE ]E ,J. Lightwave Techiiol. IT-5, 642 (1987).
the waveguide modes to wavelengths longer 4. C. A. lhlrrits and L. A. Coldren, Appl. Phys. Lett. 31,
than 1088 nm. 383 (1977).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that. ion im- 5. S. Sudo, A. Cordova-Plaza, R. L. Byer, and II. J. Shaw,
plantation is a feasible way to convert the outer por- Opt. I,ett. 12, 938 (1987).
tion of a crystal fiber into a cladding. In the case of 6. P1. *) Townsend, Rep. Prog. PIhys. 50, 501 (1987).

a-axis LiNbO. fiber, in spite of the odd shape of the 7. It. S. F ' Chang, S. Sengupta, G. J. Dixon, L. B. Shaw,
cross section, reasonably low-loss guided-wave and N. l)jeu, Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. Instrum. Eng.
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propagation has been obtained in such a structure. 8. Y. S. Luh, It. S. Feigel.ion, M. M. Fejer, and R. L. Byer,
Since most of the ionic crystals studied thus f-r show J. Cryst. Growth 78, 135 (1986).
a decrease in the refractive index as a result of 9. J. G. Bergman, A. Ashkin, A. A. Ballman, J. M.
amorphization caused by ion implantation,6 this may Dziedzic, If. J. Levinstein, and r.. G. Smith, Appl.
prove to be a general technique for the cladding (if Phys. Lett. 12, 92 (1968).
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Upconversion-puniped b)lue laserl in Triu:A

BI. 1'. -Scolt, F. /Iiiiii R. S. F. (;hailig, andl N. IDiviu

p'~tim~dlau ~sci s ml 'I'm YA(; on hI'tb Oi- - IImi 't lt fl 'N -, 'Pi banoul

The upeonlVersion - jUI mpedl blue 'ilt) laser On U til. Hi e lowe-st Stark comnponenit of the 'G, manifold Lo
b(4-I and was first delflflfstratedl in YI , 1",, b~y thle Z:j, Z.1, and Z, componeits, of the groundl man-

I lebert rt al.' SUbsequent'laser opera 0)V-;ting Oot [Ile ifold, using fihe deLsignations of G;ruber el afl. The
same band were reported inl '/AUAN fib~er andl in bl)ue emissionf disapp~eared almost completely when
BaY1 Yb , 1 1-,*lF, Most recently, room-ternperatoire thle (lye laser beam was blocked but remained at
cw operat~iopili Zn BHAN fiber was5 obtained by pumip- nearly halflthe intensity when the 'Ii.sapphire laser
ing inl the I.1-L nregion ., We reporit here what 'is beamii was blocked. Thel icsrong excitation that was
to ouir knowledge the first uipeonvrsiv(ioni-Itmuiped)- bil(e aichievedl with dlye laser pumping alone at 638 nm
Tin 0:' laser onl the 'G,-:'11,, band ini a ii oxide crystal. can he explained by tile absorption avalanche process,
While low temiperature- is requited for the operation in which absorption builds uip from a low initial
of this laser in bulk YAG crystal, we present dtlat level through accumulation or ions in the mnetasthibe
that suggest that room -teluperatoire oplerat iooin Ilthis state",
crystal should h I possible in gu hle -wave st ruchi t vs. Wheii thle pkit np beanis were cor-orectly aligned with

Th'le upconiver-sionl punlipi ng cet enle t~se I to Imiake respet.~c to thev crystal, l aser threshold was reached
the blue 'l'm:AG laser is shown ii i F'ig. 1. A photon with 340 mlW at 785 lnt an . d I0 Of rW at 638 om.
at 785 rim excites the Tin'' ion to tLte :']/,, level. Th'le laser waveleng~th was found to be 486.2 rim,
'The 'I'm''ionl then croiss relaxes by intteratcti ng with cotrresponding to Lith! transition terminating in the
a neighborintg grouiud~-stkite ion to yield two ions ill Z., cttponeitt(if' (,the '1I ground manifold that lies
Lthe metastahle 'IF, level. A second photoni at 638 lint 241 cm n above the lowest Stark ct..nponent. Mea-
sutbsequently pumps the 'F", ion to ith! 'G. tipper laser suretuent with a photodliode showed that the output
level. TIhis Is believed to he the doin itant pu mp-
ing mechanism for the laser reported here, althouugh 30

other excitation channels are alsoi operative, as is
discussed below. 102

The laser was fabricated from a Tin:YAG crys-
tal with 3% doping. It measured I mil x 1 mmn x 25
3 mm and had reflectors with 1 -cii radius of' cur-
vature poll on thle ends. Th'le pump enid reflected
>99 (""( at 485 lint andl tranismnittedI 73:V. and~ >911% 0 G
at 638 and 785 nnm, respectively, wheireas the output- -

end reflected 99.5% at 485 rim. lThe crystal was 638-rnm
mounted in a cryostat capable of reaching temper- -7PUMP

atures as low as 10 K. The 78.5- lit]d 638-nm puniTs - 3F
were provided by a 'ii:sapphire laser anti a1 (lye laser. ": 1 _________ F
The output from each laser was expanded and col- -

3F3
limated to a diameter of 7 mim. '.'It( two beams
were then combined and focused into thle crystal 1
with a 12.5-cmn focal-length lenis. thel( output from3H
the Ti:sapphire laser was nearly dhiffractioni limited,- -

whereas the dye laser beam was approximately 1.5 3F4
times diffraction limited. 5- -

The spontaneous blue emission front the excitationi 785-nm I486 2-nm
region observed through aI polished sille of the crys- PUMP laser
tat was spectrally analyzed. At a starting heat-sink 316
temperature of' 10 K anid niaximuimi pitip p~owers0
of 340 mW at 785 rim arid 190 niW at 63 irn i, Lthe Fig. 1. D)ominant pimnipirig mrechanism for the blue op-
strongest features were identifliedl as transitions fro~m cooversion laser in 'l'm:YA( .

01,1469592,'93/02 (1113-(13$5 001/Il Cti ]993 ( )ptial Society uif Arts'riva



1oI j)iiltIt IV , sitdIe-lIi14h t Crrr I IIISS1 1 i ý It eIts -II at roojIII
T -12 K I tcnperatu re were mnade. For thetse et urrnn

70 - thle inlptit lens was Chanrgeud to (JI1,. havinrg at local
a 0-length ol 8.8 ciii, and thle crystal wa.', purriptd with

60*only thet d-ye laser beam, wh ich wits saia I Li-red.

50 lFurthIermore, only emrission frmuria ~rt-glom ccI'tailned
well withinl thre iHayleigl rairge ofl the heaiorlou

40 in Lire Crystal was mnollitored. It was lfru rid that at
rirnil tmeiliperait rtc thle urptLir man dye la.-r wavelength

0o 30 fori Lrpconveri'sln puimping shifts from 6:38 to 647 rim
'IM'he dependence ot Lhe emnitted pnwc r for the (,-'II,

4 20 *hand onl dye laser inttensity aii 6.17 lint is shlown III
4 S Fig. :3. The (lye laser' intensity inI the beam wai.',t

10 was calcuilated from the incident power alter we

0 ____________________________corrected for transmission through the pump mirror,
0 20 40 60 a0 100 120 140 160 IBU ý'0 assumiing that there were flu heamn distortion el-

IptDeLsrPower (mW) IlVcts present. Th'le emitted power shorws it threshold
Input Dye Lser .'Aimiar to t hat observed in'i'n:YAL()i at rooim temper-

Fig. 2. Average blue [user power versus dlye laser at ore, although its value is approximately tin order
pump pewer. The l'i:sappliire laser incidoent poiwer was of mnagnitud(e higher than in YALAJ] Furthermore,
340 mW. -is we show below, in the case of Tm:YAG more

consisted of a train of' l4i-ms ptirls's While thLere than one avalanche absorption proc~ess may have
was considerabrle jitter' iii the pl Ise repet itiorn rate, C1 )litri fllrted to tire excitation u(W tile Iiigh-lying levels.
the individual plse,,C v"'re (jtiite conrst~rnt inI both Lt should he noted tlrat even at the highest dye laser
shape and amplitude. As the laser was taken above pow'er available the blue emission was still Increasing

threshold by increasing thre (lye laser power, the linearly.
main effect was a shortening of thre interlrtilse timue- Thre spectrurir of' the emission at the highest exci-

The individual p~ulses remnaitied essentially thre sao.-e. tatiof lLevel is shown in Fig. 4. A compariso~n with
The variation (if the average blue laser power with thre known energy' levels of' Tm:YAG leads to the

incident dlye laser power is shown inr Fig. 2. From idlentification of' Lire feŽatures to the red of 46:3 nm
the average power, the pulse repetitiuon rate, and as belonging to the 'U 'lband and those to the
the pulse shape, thre peatk power ol thre pulses was blue as belonging to the Th -'F4 band- The 'D,
determined to be 15 W. TheLn ollect, rrr temiperatuire level coruld have beenl excited either through direct
on the laser' was also iirvestiga ed. At miax i m am ava lanchre absorption from ItIe '11, level ori through
pump powers, laser' output dlecr'easedl steadil -y witl i avalanche absorption fr'om 'Y, followed hy uipeon-
increasing temperature. TIhe highest, I ciperatulre versuion involving the ('C,,, ý'F4 ) pair. The relative
at which laser output was observed was :1t K. importance of the two processes cannot he determined

We believe that tire pulsing bheiavior url thre laser with tire limited data that we have at hand. We next
output resulted from passive Q1 switching caused
by either self-absorption or excitedl-state ahl-,orption.
Because the pump heanis were tightly focuised into so0
the crystal, the spot sizes near thre ends were signif'-
icantly larger than those in tire focal rt-gionl Near
the pump mirror endl there was max m nun Iii poiwer a40-

deposition by the TlI:srrpplire beamr 'I'ik rit--,, at~inik
temperature was observed to rise hy 2 K whenr the
T1i:sapphire beam was incidlent orn iflie cN'vStl Tl '[ire30
local temperatu re rise in the ptim ped re~gwn urwo,-r thw
pump mrirror end inight have been irucir ainger,- At
the same time, tipeoulversion ptirining III thiis area 20-

was weak because uufthe lar'ge spoit sizes. 'liars, the
laser transition could well have been tininverted in
that region. Alternatively, there couild haive breen io
excited-state absorption fr-om thre 'h' level to the c
%,5 level, because one of' the components in that
transition has been calculated to overlap) the laser 0
line to within I cm r '.'bTe passive 41-switclring ex 0 too 200 300
planation is supported by the fact thait tire measured Dye Laser Intensity (WcM= 2)
spontaneous emission onr the brlue band was inpprox- F~ig :3. Iloom-temperature sidfe-light emission on the
imately two orders oh mrgnrittmde larger thanr the ~ 'ihanud with (lye laser pum;i.ing at 647 nim. The
maximum average laser po~wer (extr'acted. Intensity given corresponds to that at the peak of the

To assess the 1easihility of'exteurding tilt! oper'irtion profile. The incident power was 120 mW at maximum
of the uncorversion blue 'iNm:A( laser to) higher' tem- intensity.
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7 :1, which terinatoe ill Stark levels lying more than
550 cmn above the bottom of the IF'4 manifold, By

using thle same assumptions again, we find an esti-
mated gaiii ol just oiver 0.01 cm - for these peaks.
However, excited-state absorption out of '11, could
lie a problemn for these transitions.

Gains higher than those estimated above should
hie achievable for pump Intensities greater than

2 I thle maximium value employed in our studies. The
iniplementatioit of' room-temperature blue upcon-
ye rSioIi lasers in 'l'm:AG. would require the use
of guided-wave structures, so that h igh- intensity

___ - -- puimpinig can hle achieved over extended lengthbs.
440 450 460 470 480 49 0 9 0 WVaveguide Nd:YAG lasers have been demonstrated

WAVELENG(H I- in both fiber andl channel lornis."' Therefore, in
Fig. 4. Room-temperature side-light emission spectrum, principle, Tm:YAG guided-wave structures can also
uncorrected for detection system response- The detec- he produced. Finally, more favorable upconversion
tion system was 331) more sensitive at '150 nmn thein ati dynamics and spectral distributLions may be found for
500 nm, with an approximately linear variation in be- thle same systems in other host crystals, and their
tween. investigations would be worthwhile.

T 1his research was supported by the U.S. Air Force
evaluate the room- temperatu re laser potenitial of both Office of Scientific Research under grant AFOSR-89-
the 'G,- 3 Hr, and the 'D2 -3 F4 hands in Tm:YAG. 0263.
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